MATERIALS AND METHODS

Pulse Sequence Design
The EPSI pulse sequence ( Fig I) (Fig 4) . There was no major difference in the spatial localization achieved by means of EPSI in 1 minute (Fig 4c,d) and that achieved by means of conventional-phase-encoded SI in 32 minutes (Fig 4b) . A slight loss in spatial resolution due to continuous data sampling during the gradient ramps (10%-20%, which depends on the gradient ramp time) was only apparent before spatial filtering was performed.
The spectral resolution over the entire plane was comparable and spectral artifacts due to residual eddy currents were very similar (Fig 5) , which suggests that most eddy current effects were not due to the oscillation of the readout gradient but rather to the strong gradient crusher pulses for volume prelocalization.
Aliasing artifacts were absent.
The S/N in EPSI performed in 
